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Katerina - Making
Things Expert

Orla Communications
Expert
I love talking
to people.

I love building
things!

Sparkie Cleverest dog
in Ireland

Ahmed - New
Technologies
Expert

WUFF!

I love researching
all the new stuff!

Jack Nature Expert
I love Nature
- especially
creepy-crawlies!
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CHAPTER ONE

BLUE GREENPRINT
D
SUPER ENERGY ACTIVISTS IRELAN
TREEHOUSE H.Q.

ACTIVISTS
ASSEMBLE!

insulation
SOLAR
PANELS

Micro turbine

LED Lighting

Super Energy Activists, where
are you? It’s Orla here.
Didn’t we say we’d meet in our
Tree House after school?

PLANNING
ROOM

GAMES
ROOM

RAIN WATER
COLLECTION

thermostat
SPARKIE’S
ROOM

COMMUNICATIONS ROOM

RETRACTABLE
ROPE LADDER

Orla waited a moment
before trying again…
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‘Super Energy Activists! Do you read me? We said we’d meet after school!’
At last there was a beep from her phone.
‘Ahmed here, Orla, I’m busy on my project about ocean energy. What’s up?’

‘Especially wasting energy, Ahmed!’ Orla interrupted
‘So true, Orla,’ he replied, ‘and people have been burning too much fossil
fuel, like oil, coal and turf to make energy.’

Before she could answer there was another, then another beep, and all the

‘And using loads and loads of petrol and diesel in their cars!’ Jack declared.

group were on.

‘They are all made of carbon and give off carbon dioxide when we burn

‘I’m on my way,’ said Jack. ‘I’m on the new cycle path that goes through

them for energy or to make plastic,’ said Katerina.
‘And scientists know that’s what’s causing climate change,’ Ahmed added.

Ballycarrick Park.’
‘Got your message,’ said Katerina. ‘I’m just adding a few more bamboo
canes to the bee hotel I’m making, then I’ll be on my way too.’
When they all arrived Orla said, ‘Do you remember what we learned about
climate change in school and how it can be really bad for plants and animals –

‘So what can we do?’ asked Orla.
‘I think we can start with our own school,’ said Ahmed. ‘Everyone in our
class knows about climate change now. Maybe we can make some changes
ourselves?’
‘We can all do something,’ said Jack. ‘If everyone started with small

and us?’
‘Yes,’ said Jack. ‘Climate change means more storms and floods and even
droughts all over the world and it has a huge effect on habitats.’
‘Our planet is calling SOS,’ said Katerina, ‘and people aren’t doing enough to
help nature so I think it’s time for us Super Energy Activists of Ireland to act!’

changes then altogether it would make a big difference.’
‘Maybe we could talk to the Green Team and get the whole school
involved?’ said Katerina.
‘Great! It sounds like something for us Super Energy Activists of Ireland!’
said Orla. ‘Let’s see what we can do! See you in school tomorrow!’

‘Wuff, wuff, wuff, wuff, wuff!’ or, ‘They don’t know it, but I know exactly
what they are saying, and I’m ready for action,’ said Sparkie, SEAI Cleverest
Dog in Ireland, who was lying at Orla’s feet.

‘You’re right, Katerina,’ said Jack. ‘Think of the crazy weather we’ve been
getting! The extra wet winters that aren’t really cold and then the mad hot
summers tell us the climate is changing.’
The problem is the way we have been making and using energy,’ said Ahmed.
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When the five members of SEAI got to Ballycarrick National School the next
day poor Sparkie had to stop at the gate. The clever dog sat there thumping

‘Then why did you say to say it again?’

Hmmm. Whenever there
is energy being wasted
a certain little green
friend of mine is sure
to be about!

‘Oh, forget it, I’m sorry,’ said Orla.

her tail on the ground wishing she could go to class too as more children ran
into school.
Just then Caitlin and Harry came around the building. ‘Hi,’ said Harry.
‘I like the Green Team badges,’ said Ahmed.

let me see
if I can sniff
him out...

‘Cool T-shirt, Ahmed!’ Caitlin replied.
SEAI told Caitlin and Harry how they wanted to stop climate change and protect
nature. They told them about their idea of getting the whole school involved.
‘There are lots of things we can do to help plants and animals!’ said Jack.
‘One of the best things we can do is to reduce the energy we use,’ said Harry.
‘We can try not to waste it,’ said Katerina.
‘Yes,’ said Orla. ‘And we can stop using fossil fuels for our energy.
We can change to different types of energy like wind and solar energy.’
‘Has the Green Team noticed any ways we use too much energy
in school?’ asked Ahmed.

‘And look up,’ said Caitlin. ‘I’m pretty sure we are wasting energy with

‘Yes! Yes!’ Harry and Caitlin replied.

these old light bulbs too.’

Harry showed the gang the hot stuffy classrooms and the ancient oil-fired
boiler which had only two settings, “On Full Blast” or “Completely Off”.
‘That explains the burning hot water in the taps and the overhot radiators!’

‘Especially when we forget to turn them off when we leave the room!’
Harry piped up. ‘Switch off before you head off!’
‘There is SO much we can do,’ said Orla. ‘But we need to get everyone

Jack exclaimed. Caitlin pointed out the thin walls of the school building and

involved. We are all using too much of the earth’s resources. We humans

the single-glazed windows. Katerina noticed that some of the classrooms still

are damaging our planet and everything that lives on it is affected.

had their interactive whiteboards turned on even though they weren’t being

We need to use less energy and stop wasting it.’

used.

‘And the energy we do use should be renewable, sustainable and green,

‘No insulation in the roof, I suppose?’ asked Ahmed.

because that is less damaging to the earth and all the plants and animals,’

‘I don’t think so,’ said Caitlin.

said Caitlin.

‘I think we’ve got a lot to learn in this school!’ said Jack.

‘So we need to tell them about that,’ said Harry, ‘and about ways we can
help our planet.’

‘We’ve got a lot to learn –’ Jack began.
‘I didn’t mean you to literally say it again, Jack!’
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‘We don’t need to go far,’ said Jack. ‘We have lots of stuff we can show
about the importance of protecting habitats and biodiversity, especially our
native trees and pollinator plants, right here.’
6

‘You can say that again,’ said Orla.

‘Then we can research ways that the school can make changes and start
reducing energy waste,’ said Ahmed.
Caitlin and Harry looked at each other. ‘That’s brilliant!’ said Caitlin.
‘We need to get everyone involved,’ said Harry. ‘The Green Team can hold
an Energy Action Day and invite all the children, their families and teachers...’
‘I’ll start making some bird boxes to show them,’ said Katerina as Sparkie
rushed past, nearly knocking Harry off his feet.
‘Guzzler!’ wuffed Sparkie, ‘I thought you might be here!’
Guzzler took one look at Sparkie and took off with Sparkie hot on his heels.

MAX SIPHON
A selfish, greedy energy waster who
dislikes animals almost as much as he
despises other people, is indifferent
to the environment and only thinks
of himself.

Hey! Not
so fast!

GUZZLER
A well-intentioned nitwit who still
has a lot to learn about reducing
energy waste.

‘Who, or what, was that?’ asked Orla.
‘I dunno,’ answered Ahmed, ‘but it will only take a sec to look him – it – up
on my Ahmed-o-pedia!’ He took a small device out of his backpack and quickly
powered it up. ‘My Uncle Ajay helped me make this, and he’s a genius!’
The screen flickered to life and two strange-looking characters appeared...
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A few minutes later SPARKIE
Caught UP WITH GUZZLER, JUST IN
TIME TO SEE HIM DISAPPEARING
THROUGH THE DOORS OF A HUGE,
BRIGHTLY LIT MANSION...

HEY! I’m not
a mangy mutt!

Don’t mind Sparkie, She hasn’t a clue! But just
wait ‘til I tell you what those kids at Ballycarrick
National school have planned!

what the -?

Mumble, mutter, mutter,
mumble - and they’ve even
called in SEAI!

HUH -?
Max SIphon, energy
wasting genius and
all-round bad egg.

WHAT?!

We’ll See about that!
Those do-gooding
SEAI kids! I’ve heard
about them! I’ll stop
their ‘Super’ ideas!

And who is this
MANGY mutt you’ve
dragged in with you,
Guzzler you fool?
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CHAPTER TWO

BURSTING
WITH ENERGY!
A few days later Sparkie arrived back at Ballycarrick National School to find
the Energy Action Day in full swing. Things were happening all over the school.
Caitlin and Harry had been working hard to make it happen. Now they and
the school Green Team were at reception welcoming children and their families
and telling them what was on offer. SEAI were there too. Jack was leading a
workshop by the bike park in the school grounds. ‘Look how our new bike shed

At another table Orla explained the ‘Energy Challenge’ that some of the

is keeping our bikes safe and dry. It’s even got a green roof with lots of plants

children were taking on. ‘It’s about small changes that add up to big change,’

and minibeasts already making their homes on it,’ he said. ‘Can anyone tell me

she said. ‘We can try and walk and cycle more, or turn the thermostats on our

what this is? Butterflies love these wildflowers full of nectar!’

central heating down even one or two degrees. Has anyone here got any ideas
for what else we can do?’

Inside people were

Orla gazed about the room. ‘How about you, sir?’ No one had noticed that

gathered in the classrooms

Max Siphon and Guzzler had followed Sparkie to the school for the event and

and the hall attending

now here were the wasteful twosome sitting at the back of the hall. ‘Have you

workshops and talking

got any ideas to help with Climate’s SOS?’ Orla continued.

excitedly. One focused

‘Erumph, er, no, not me,’ said Max Siphon looking startled. ‘You are

on climate change. ‘We
can see the impact of

so switched-on, dearie. Such a power-ful speech!’ Orla turned to a more

rising temperature on the

enthusiastic parent who had lots of good ideas.
In the big hall Ahmed was leading a discussion about technology for

environment and people,’
said Katerina. ‘It’s not just the

change. ‘What about changing to green energy?’ a parent suggested.

Arctic ice-caps and tropical

‘We could do that by changing to a supplier that uses renewable energy

rainforests that are affected.

like wind or solar instead of fossil fuel.’
‘Something we could do immediately is change all the lights to LED,’

We need to protect fragile

said the principal. ‘I think we could look into that.’

habitats here too.’
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‘Slow to Mow – that’s my new slogan!’ said Jack. ‘The Green Team have
persuaded the caretaker to leave an area of the grass unmown this year, and
we’re going to do a bug count to see how many species live in the long grass.’
‘The principal liked my bird boxes,’ said Katerina. ‘One of the parents
offered to help make bat boxes too so we will be making those in the next
few weeks.’
‘Ok, I’ve certainly heard enough for one night!’ said Max to Guzzler with
a snarl. ‘I’m off! Are you coming with me?’
‘I’ll follow you,’ said Guzzler. ‘I’ve just seen Sparkie and it looks like
she wants to talk to me.’

‘That was brilliant!’ said Harry at the end of the afternoon as SEAI and the
Green Team started to clear the chairs and set out the tables ready for class
the next day. None of them noticed one very angry looking Max Siphon and
Guzzler lurking in the shadows.
‘Yes, we really got them all on board,’ said Caitlin. ‘The parents are going
to fundraise for insulation for the school roof and walls.’
‘The teachers are going to turn the heating down to 18°C in the classrooms
and see about getting heating controls,’ said Ahmed, ‘and in class we’re going
to be researching climate change and how sustainable energy can protect the
environment.’
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Back in the games room at the tree house Orla noticed a message coming
from Ahmed in the planning room.
‘Orla,’ he said. ‘I think I can see something funny happening on the
national grid – could be a Climate SOS for SEAI!’
‘What’s the national grid, Ahmed?’ Jack asked.
‘It’s the country’s energy network – the power lines we see everywhere,’
he replied. ‘And there’s a cool website which shows how much energy we get
from wind.’
‘Find out as much as you can,’ said Orla.
‘Is there something we can do?’ said Katerina.
‘I think I can do something,’ said Sparkie to herself, barking for Orla to let
her down from the treehouse.

‘Well, Guzzler,’ said Sparkie. ‘What did you think of that? Weren’t all the
children’s ideas brilliant?’
‘I suppose so,’ said Guzzler, sounding a bit unsure.
‘So, will you be making any changes? Will you try and save energy?
Will you help protect plants and animals?’ Sparkie asked. She got no answer.
While she had been talking Guzzler disappeared!
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Later, at carbon Luxe Mansion...

What have
we here?

Ha, ha, ha, Hee, hee,
hee - I’m using so
much en-er-gy!

He, he, he!
people are wasting
so much fuel Their lovely, lovely
carbon!
They won’t even
notice a bit more
disappearing!

Charge up my
patent ‘Fossil Fuel
maximiser’, Guzzler

Ha, ha! we are
taking it from under
their noses!!

That mean old
max siphon - I’ve
got to tell the
others!
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‘What are you doing, Sparkie?’ said Ahmed, as the dog nudged his elbow.
‘You’re not a pet, you’re a pest!’ Sparkie kept on pushing at Ahmed’s elbow,
making him mis-hit the keypad. ‘Stop!’ shouted Ahmed. Sparkie looked at the
screen and sat back looking satisfied with herself. Ahmed looked back at the
new screen that had just popped up. ‘Thanks, Sparkie!’ he said. ‘Hey,’ he called
to the others, ‘I think I know what is happening!’
‘What is going on?’ asked Katerina.
‘It looks like energy is draining from the national grid,’ said Ahmed.

‘Let’s go!’ said Orla. ‘Our climate is calling SOS! Super Energy Activists
Ireland to the rescue!’
‘We are SEAI and...’

We have
the power!

‘Isn’t it always?’ asked Jack. ‘Aren’t we all still using too much energy?’
‘No, this looks far worse than usual,’ said Ahmed.
‘Can you pinpoint the problem?’ asked Orla.

‘Give me a moment,’ said Ahmed, scrolling through the information.
‘Ah, yes, I have it. There is a meter at Killderry Community Wind Farm in the
west of Ireland that is registering energy use a hundred and fifteen times faster
than usual!’
Someone is wasting a huge amount of Killderry’s precious green, carbonfree energy!’ said Jack.
‘Or someone is stealing from it,’ said Katerina.
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CHAPTER THREE

WHIRLING
TURBINES!
The five energy activists (don’t forget Sparkie is one of them!) arrived at
Killderry Community Wind Farm just as a group of schoolchildren was being
shown around by a shifty-looking guide with a scarf tied around his face.
‘Sorry about the wind, folks,’ he said with a cackle. ‘But that is one of the
drawbacks of wind energy. It’s not cosy like when we burn our loverleydoverley fossil fuels.’
Several of the children looked confused, bemused and upset.
‘Excuse me,’ one of them said. ‘We came to find out how great wind energy
is. We know we have lots of wind we can use in Ireland and we want to be

‘Sorry, got to go!’ said Guzzler to the children and ran off with Sparkie

carbon neutral back home in our community, just like you here in Killderry.’

chasing after him, and Ahmed close on her heels. Just then the guide’s scarf

‘Why are you saying fossil fuels are lovely,’ said another child, ‘when all
around us our planet is telling us we have to stop using them?’
‘Er,’ the man began. Then a small green creature piped up.
‘Don’t bother with silly sustainables,’ he said. ‘We are perfectly ok with
the old fuels we have always used.’

was whipped from his face by a gust of wind.
‘Don’t I know you from somewhere?’ said Jack.
‘I know who you are!’ Katerina exclaimed. ‘You’re Max Siphon! I bet you’re
the one stealing energy from the wind farm!’
Max started running...

The children looked even more confused, bemused and upset.
‘Guzzler!’ wuffed Sparkie. ‘What are you doing here?’

24

‘Quick,’ shouted Orla, ‘after him!’

25

ooo-yah!

Look! He’s
heading for that
wind turbine!

Watch out for
flying metal! And
the gaps in the
ladder too!

UnHand me,
you green
do-gooder!

Wow! the turbine
blades are amazing
close up!

Good thing
we’re full
of energy!
Jack! Grab that
safety harness
and rope!

Yup, we
definitely
have the
power!

But where is
Max Siphon?

No, you
don’t!

!
P
A
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heh heh
heh...
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We’ve got
to help him!

The next time he comes around,
throw him the safety harness!

Right here, You horrible
eco-carbon-neutralsustainable-energy
nincompoops!
Ok, You secure the rope!

Oh fizzing
fossils!

Holy Moley! He’s fallen
off the platform!

Whoopsie!

Got it!

Bah! Foiled
again!
Quickly to the siphon
racer to make
my escape!

He’s caught hold of one
of the turbine blades and
he’s spinning around!

Yaaaahhh!
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CHAPTER FOUR

PEOPLE
POWER!
‘Hey,’ said Orla, when they met at the treehouse the next day, ‘you know that
place we learned about in school? Where people are helping the environment
and helping themselves at the same time?’
‘Yeah, that was Hoganstown,’ Katerina replied, ‘they have been trying to
‘I don’t think they’ll have any more problems with him here,’ said Orla.

stop climate change. They are reducing their energy and waste and saving

‘Wuff, do you see what a silly idea it was?’ said Sparkie as she rounded the

water, as well as changing to green energy to run their buses and cars and
heat their homes.’

corner with Guzzler.
‘But Max said it was a good idea,’ whined Guzzler. ‘He told me to do it. He
said there is so much energy here it’s a shame for us not to use it.’
‘As I thought,’ said Ahmed, ‘the meter is racing and lots of energy is being
diverted away from the community. I can see it’s going straight to Carbon Luxe
Mansion.’

‘I’d like to tell people about them, show what ordinary families
can do to answer our Climate’s SOS,
but I need to know more,’ said Orla.
‘Hey! Hoganstown’s where my nan
lives,’ said Ahmed.

‘I’ll soon fix that,’ said Katerina, unhooking the cable Guzzler had attached

‘Let’s visit!’ said Jack.

to the wind turbine. ‘Problem solved because together...
‘Great idea!’ said Orla.

‘We are SEAI and...

‘Come on, Sparkie,’ said Katerina.

‘We have the power!’
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‘Wuff!’ said Sparkie.
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Some time later they arrived in Hoganstown to see a crowd of people on the
street, all trying to get into the Green Bean Café. Deep inside the café someone
in dark glasses and a hat was standing on a chair, waving his arms about

No point in that, all
that effort and it
makes no difference!

and shouting. The owner of the cafe was looking on in horror as a small
green barrista struggled with the eco-coffee machine.

‘You’re all fools if you think your efforts here are going to make any
difference!’ shouted the man in dark glasses. ‘You’re all wasting your time
and your money and your lovely, lovely energy... I’ve told you once,
and I’ll tell you again...’
Why would you bother
when you can get all this
at MaxLuxe supermarket?

You’re wasting
your Time, mate!
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That man is right, why are we bothering
when we are only a small place, in a
small county, in a small country?

Hey, bright spark, you
know those L.E.D.
lightbulbs are a bit
shady, don’t you?

Yes, Why bother?

‘What has happened to everyone here?’ said Orla. ‘They were helping the
environment, saving energy, and they had great plans to use green, sustainable
energy and to go carbon neutral. Now they all seem so fed up.’
‘I bet Max Siphon and Guzzler are at the bottom of this!’ said Jack.
‘We must stop them!’ said Katerina.
‘The two of them have made people here give up hope!’ said Ahmed.
‘But what they’ve been doing is great!’ said Jack. ‘It would be such a pity
for them to give up now.’
Why would you walk or
cycle or use an electric
car when you can travel
in style like this?

‘We could all learn so much from what they’ve done here in Hoganstown,
they mustn’t give up hope!’ said Katerina.
‘We must give them hope again,’ said Orla, looking determined. ‘Without
hope no one will answer the Climate’s SOS! This is our biggest emergency yet!
Remember...
‘We are SEAI and...’

We have
the power!
He, he, Guzzler, I think we’ve put them all
off their stupid do-gooding Climate SOS
namby-pamby ideas. That means we can still
siphon off their energy for my SiphonRacer,
Fossil Fuel Maximiser and Carbon Luxe
mansion! Here’s to excess!
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CHAPTER FIVE

WHY?
Back in Hoganstown Community Centre, ‘Why? Why do we need to change
to sustainable energy?’
That is what everyone in the place seemed to be saying.
‘We’re the Super Energy Activists of Ireland and we’ll tell you why!’ said
Orla, turning to the other SEAI members.
‘Number One,’ said Jack. ‘Taking fossil fuels like oil, gas, coal and turf from
the earth and sea destroys nature and the places where plants and animals
and people live.’

There was a murmur in the hall as people started talking amongst
themselves and the Super Energy Activists of Ireland were pleased to see that
the mood had changed, people sounded hopeful, happy and enthusiastic again.
‘You young people are right,’ said a man standing close by. ‘We all need
to keep on working to make our community carbon neutral and free of fossil
fuels.’

‘Number Two,’ said Ahmed. ‘Fossil fuels are unsustainable, they’re going
to run out, we are using them up and they can’t be replaced.’

Everyone else agreed.
Sparkie still looked worried.

‘Number Three,’ said Katerina.‘The pollution from burning carbon in fossil
fuels is poisoning our planet and causing it to warm up! It’s causing climate
change! We are all heading for extinction if WE don’t change.’
‘That is why we need to reduce our energy use and change to green,
renewable, sustainable energy like wind, solar and ocean energy,’ said Orla.

‘Wuff! Wuff! Wuff! Wuff! Wuff!’ she barked at Orla.
Orla turned to SEAI. ‘Look!’ she said, ‘we still need to stop Max Siphon and
his dangerous wasteful ways!’
‘Wuff!’ said Sparkie, ‘I just said that!’
‘Look! There’s Guzzler! Quick! After him!’
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Later, back at Carbon Luxe Mansion...

Keep shovelling,
Guzzler! Keep that
boiler full! I’ll turn
up the Fossil Fuel
Maximiser!

!

Keep those old
lights burning! Turn
up the heating! Who
needs insulation!?!
Here’s to luverly,
luverly excess!

watch
out, max,
it’s
gonna
blow!!

3
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We have
the power!

Sustainable
energy
power!

That’s it! Fossil fuels
are not good - I’m going
carbon neutral!

wow.
that’s
weally
wuff...
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Wuff! Wuff! Wuff! Wuff!
Wuff! and if we all do what
we can together we will
answer the climate’s SOS!
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WHAT YOU CAN DO
CH1LDREN’S ACT1ONS
& ACT1VITIES

Climate change and the biodiversity emergency what we call Climate SOS - can seem so huge that
you may wonder how you can make a difference.
We all have talents & things we like to do we just have to make the most of them.
If you like technology, like Ahmed, you can
find out about the amazing advances in
renewable, sustainable energy like wind,
solar, BIO and ocean energy that will help
us all to become carbon neutral.
If like Katerina you like to make things,
why not make a bird box or a bat box from
recycled materials? Or make a raised bed
for growing things out of an old car tyre?
If you love nature, like Jack, you can
grow pollinator friendly plants and
leave areas to go wild for animals
and birds to live in and you can grow
your own food too.
And if you like talking, like Orla,
you can tell people why saving energy
is so important and remind them to
switch stuff off!

Don’t forget that...
We are THE SUPER ENERGY ACTIVISTS of IRELAND and...

We have the power!
And so do you! WUFF!
Find out more

www.seai.ie/schools
42
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We have
the power!
This Super Exciting story
will switch you on!
The Super Energy Activists Ireland are
four kids (and one dog) who are Super
Focused on finding out about sustainable
energy and Super Energised about
protecting the environment.
Unfortunately their arch-nemesis
Max Siphon and his gullible sidekick Guzzler
seem to be Super Set on being
Super Wasteful!
Can SEAI kids foil Max’s odious
energy wasting plans?
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